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        Video Game Timeline 

 
~ 19th Century – A British inventor named Montague Redgrave patents the 
“ball-shooter”, otherwise known as the Pinball Machine.  
 
       
1962 – Spacewar! becomes the first mainframe 
computer game, created by Steve Russell, J. 
Martin Graetz, and others at the Hingham 
Institute in Cambridge, Massachusetts.  A 
mainframe computer game is created on a “large, 
refrigerator-sized mainframe computer found 
only in laboratories and research centers. 

 
1971 – Nolan Bushnell becomes the first man to 
invent a coin-operated arcade game known as 
Computer Space.  This video game grew into a  
“multi-billion-dollar-a-year industry.” 
 
1990’s – Many arcade video games displayed three-dimensional graphics by 
this time.  These graphics were produced by encoding cubes, cylinders, 
spheres, pyramids, and other polyhedra into the computer’s memory. 
 
1992 – In this year, the video game industry brought in a total of $5.3 
billion dollars.  This number is “an increase of more than ten-million-folds” 
compared to the $500 brought in by Nolan Bushnell’s Computer Space game 
just over 20 years earlier. 

1995 – Nintendo releases their new Virtual Boy 
game console, making them the first video game 
manufacturers to release a portable game 
system that was able to display “true 3-D 
graphics”.  This was achieved through the 
monochromatic application of red LED pixels, 
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and by making one line of pixels appear as a full field of pixels by using an 
oscillating mirror. 
  
1995 – After conducting research studies on many “gamers”, Maressa 
Hecht Orzack, a Harvard psychologist, reported that, “They have withdrawal 
symptoms.  They can’t wait to get back on [the game] again. [The games] are 
made to be addictive.” 
 

           
 
1999 – U.S video game sales reach a record high at $6.9 billion. 
 
2002 – The first “online multiplayer console network” is released by Xbox 
Live 
 
2005 – The government of China announces that on-line gamers under the 
age of 18 will be prohibited from playing violent games in which players kill 
others.  In addition the government has set up a “timing mechanism that will 
log players out of the game once they have exceeded a certain number of 
hours playing without a break” for those who can legally play the games. 
 
FUTURE – “TV and monitors are sufficient at 
the moment, but for the future we want more. 
We want to get into the game and react to it 
from inside. We want to be surrounded by it 
and transform our own private rooms into 
simulated ships, virtual battlefields or alien 
space craft. We want to become part of a new 
alien and unusual world.” 
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